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Structure of synthetic monoclinic Na-rich birnessite and hexagonal birnessite:
II. Results from chemical studies and EXAFS spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT

Solution chemical techniques were used to study the conversion of synthetic Na-rich
buserite (NaBu) to hexagonal (H1-exchanged) birnessite (HBi) at low pH. The low-pH
reaction is broadly characterized by the exchange of structural Na1 with solution H1 and
the partial loss of Mn21 to the aqueous phase. The desorption of Na1 in two temporally
distinct steps indicates the existence of two types of binding sites for this cation. Mn21

appears to originate from a partial disproportionation of Mn31 in the NaBu layers, accord-
ing to the sequence

31 31 41 21 41 21Mn 1 Mn → Mn 1 Mn → Mn 1 Vacancy 1 Mn .layer layer layer layer layer aq

EXAFS measurements on Na-rich birnessite (NaBi) show that this mineral is primarily a
layered structure formed by edge-sharing MnO6 octahedra, with no evidence for triple-
corner (TC) sharing Mn. HBi is significantly different with strong evidence for TC-sharing
Mn and therefore layer vacancies. The relative numbers of edge (E)-sharing and TC-shar-
ing neighbors determined from EXAFS measurements on HBi is consistent with SAED
results (Drits et al. 1997), which suggest that the layer vacancies are restricted to every
third row of Mn cations, with 50% of the Mn sites along these rows vacant. The density
of vacancies in the entire layer is therefore one in six of layer Mn sites. Polarized EXAFS
measurements on orientated films of NaBi and HBi confirm the absence of TC-sharing
Mn in NaBi and indicate that Mn adsorbed at layer vacancy sites in HBi at pH 4 is
dominantly Mn31. The intensity of the TC-sharing contribution to the Mn EXAFS spectra
of HBi samples increases with increasing pH from pH 2 to 5, and supports a mechanism
of formation involving both the direct migration of layer Mn31 to interlayer TC-sharing
positions and re-adsorption of Mn21 from solution onto layer vacancy sites. The migration
of Mn31 cations into the interlayer releases the steric strain associated with the Jahn-Teller
distortion of these octahedra. This model of the NaBu-to-HBi conversion explains the
transformation from orthogonal to hexagonal layer symmetry, respectively, as reported by
Drits et al. (1997).

Analysis of the Zn EXAFS spectrum of Zn21-exchanged birnessite shows that Zn21 also
occupies TC-sharing positions at layer vacancy sites. The results of this study strongly
suggest that lattice cation vacancies are of critical importance in adsorption and electron
transfer processes occurring at the surface of this mineral.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrous manganese oxides (HMO) play a pivotal role
in the redox and adsorption processes that occur in soil,
groundwater, oceanic, and aquatic systems (e.g., Kraus-
kopf 1957; McKenzie 1967; Werhli et al. 1995). In lab-
oratory-based studies of such processes, synthetically pre-
pared manganese oxides are commonly used as model
materials to avoid the inherent complexity of natural ma-
terials (e.g., Gray and Malati 1979a, 1979b; Catts and
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Langmuir 1986; McKenzie 1980). Synthetic buserite and
birnessite, being of mixed Mn valency and generally dis-
ordered in nature, mimic the essential features of natural
layered HMO and have been used as model manganese
oxide materials. Recent electron transfer studies per-
formed using synthetic Na-rich buserite (Crowther et al.
1983; Xyla et al. 1992; Manceau and Charlet 1992) re-
vealed considerable information on the reaction mecha-
nisms involved, however the relatively poor structural
characterization of this mineral remains a principal limi-
tation in understanding these reactions at the atomic level.
In particular, a knowledge of the spatial distribution of
lower valency states of Mn (Mn31 and Mn21 ) as well as


